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Confidence likely to be softer mid-wave 
Results in Friday’s ANZ Business Outlook survey for March are likely to show even weaker levels of confidence than in 

February, as businesses grapple with workforce disruption and the spending impact of people either being cautious or 

needing to isolate.  As ever, one of the key activity results to watch in the survey is businesses’ views of how they 

expect to trade over the coming 12 months.  In February this reading was the weakest it had been since the climb 

back from the huge dip into the unknown sentiment took during the original 2020 lockdown.    

This period is a challenging time for businesses to get through, particularly those in hospitality and in retailing in CBD 

areas.  The lack of foot traffic is evident in the low use of public transport, which is tracking low even relative to 

periods of significant restrictions (and has dropped noticeably in Wellington recently).  Some of the usage drops will 

reflect people’s aversion to being exposed to other commuters, but it isn’t as if the cycle lanes and roads are busy 

either.  Consumer confidence (the ANZ/Roy Morgan survey is due Friday) could similarly show a further drop in 

optimism.  But COVID case numbers are starting to drop, COVID restrictions are easing further, and people are likely 

to start getting out and about as the risks from this current wave reduce over coming weeks.   

Inflation is also in the picture this week.  The ANZ survey is again likely to show acute cost and price pressures, 

reinforcing that high inflation is not a flash in the pan – we expect inflation will be closer to 6% than 5% at the end of 

this year.  US and European inflation data are also out.  In both regions, headline inflation rates are likely to show 

sharp acceleration.  Strong US inflation and jobs figures (Friday night) would reinforce the recent US Federal Reserve 

messages that US interest rates need to rise fairly rapidly – a message that has already given global long-term interest 

rates a further jolt higher.  nick.tuffley@asb.co.nz   
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Foreign Exchange Market  

FX Rates Current* Week ago Month ago Year ago ST Bias Support^ Resistance^ 

NZD/USD 0.6955 0.6903 0.6703 0.6968 UP 0.6800 0.7050 

NZD/AUD 0.9259 0.9328 0.9330 0.9152 FLAT 0.9200 0.9420  

NZD/JPY 84.88 82.28 77.25 76.12  UP 84.00  87.00  

NZD/EUR 0.6333 0.6249 0.5974 0.5915 FLAT/UP 0.6130  0.6400  

NZD/GBP 0.5276 0.5246 0.4995 0.5063 FLAT 0.5100 0.5300  

TWI 74.8 73.6 71.3 73.3 FLAT/UP N/A  N/A  

^ Weekly support and resistance levels * Current as at 12.30pm today; week ago as at Monday 5pm 

NZD Recap and Outlook 
Trends in financial markets last week were broadly NZD-supportive.  

On the one hand, commodity prices were back on the march after their very modest retraction the week prior. 

Unsurprisingly, oil prices drew the bulk of headlines by lifting 10%, clawing back most of last week’s losses and back 

near multi-year highs. Beyond the Texas tea, broader hard and soft commodities also made gains. 

Secondly, and perhaps more crucially, global risk sentiment also continued its marked improvement. Wall Street 

sharemarkets mostly ignored those ongoing grim headlines out of Ukraine, ending the week in the green. The MSCI 

world equity index is about 6% below its peak at the beginning of the year, but now about 9% above its post conflict 

low point. The VIX index – the most direct proxy for global risk aversion – actually spent the week below where it was 

back in the middle of January, before the conflict kicked off in earnest. 

The upshot saw NZD/USD climb about a cent over the week to end up around 0.6960, even as comments by Fed Chair 

Jerome Powell and his ilk boosted Treasury yields by continuing to push a hawkish tone (recall our comments last 

week that previous US tightening cycles haven’t always been a boon for the USD). On the other hand, NZD edged 

lower against AUD – another beneficiary of loftier commodity prices and better risk sentiment. 

Still, the most dramatic moves in currency markets last week were for the Japanese Yen. While inflationary pressures 

have ramped up in virtually every jurisdiction, the trend has been more modest in Japan where chronic deflation has 

been an issue for decades. The upshot has seen the Bank of Japan sticking to a much more dovish view than every 

other major central bank, considerably widening yield differentials to JPY’s disadvantage. That’s pushed both USD/JPY 

and NZD/JPY to seven-year highs. 

This week is relatively light on the events calendar, with the UsS Private Consumption Expenditure deflator, Non-farm 

Payrolls and EU CPI data being the only data points of note. Given the Fed has already quite dramatically shifted in a 

hawkish direction, a downside surprise on the PCE front will be utterly inconsequential, while an upside surprise won’t 

tell the Bank much it doesn’t already know. A stronger Eurozone CPI print is more likely to have currency implications, 

given the ECB is still in a relatively dovish (or rather less hawkish) position versus its global peers. The Aussie Federal 

Budget will have a bunch of pre-election tax and spending gimmicks in it, but can probably be safely ignored. 

That leaves the NZD largely taking direction from moves in global risk sentiment and commodity prices, in line with 

recent trends. On that front, there’s scope for sentiment to continue tentatively improving, extending the NZD/USD 

rally this week.  

We see the next key resistance window for NZD/USD being around the 0.7050 mark. The ongoing erosion in NZ 

interest rate differentials, and the shakier medium-term outlook for risk sentiment does continue to pose risks for the 

Kiwi, but with commodity prices still close to record highs and showing few signs of correcting, near-term support 

remains around the 0.6800 mark. 

nathaniel.keall@asb.co.nz    
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Interest Rate Market 

Wholesale interest rates Current Week ago Month ago Year ago ST Bias MT Bias 

Cash rate 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.25 UNCH UP 

90-day bank bill 1.57 1.56 1.24 0.34 UNCH UP 

2-year swap 3.22 3.01 2.79 0.42 UNCH UP 

5-year swap 3.43 3.27 3.03 0.98 UNCH UP 

10-year swap 3.50 3.34 3.06 1.77 UNCH UP 

10-year govt bond yield 3.39 3.16 2.79 1.64 UNCH UP 

Curve Slope (2s10s swaps) 0.28 0.34 0.27 1.35 UNCH UNCH 

* Current as at 12.30pm today; week ago as at Monday 5pm. Key UNCH = Broadly unchanged 
 

Market recap 

A topsy-turvy week for yields, with local yields typically hitting fresh post-pandemic highs this morning, and with 

increases in local yields lagging global counterparts. There was little local interest rate reaction to sparse local data 

and the Government’s announced relaxation of COVID-19 restrictions. Local and global yields jumped early last week 

after FOMC Chair Powell signalled the Fed should move “expeditiously” towards tighter settings (more hikes at a 

faster pace). Comments by a cacophony of other Fed members have been of a similar ilk. Spurred by the FOMC, US 2-

year Treasury yields (2.27%) and 10-year yields (2.47%) notched up double digit gains over the week, with another 8 

Fed hikes priced in for 2022. Australian yields have also outpaced NZ equivalents, with 25bps added to RBA rate hike 

expectations (6½ hikes priced in) on views the RBA will soon need to join the rate hike club.  

Near-term interest rate outlook 

Near-term OCR hike expectations currently have 86bps of RBNZ hikes priced in over the next 2 meetings (80bps last 

week). This still looks plausible given our elevated CPI inflation view, and it will be a very close call between 25bp or 

50bp RBNZ hikes in the next few meetings (particularly in May). Beyond that, however, the extent of hikes priced in 

(close to 195bps by the end of the year) looks too aggressive, with forward interest rates now converging to a 3.5%-

3.75% range. Even if the OCR does hit this zone, we don’t expect yields to settle there given our circa 2% neutral OCR 

view. This week’s NZ business and consumer sentiment data looms ahead of the April 13th OCR review date and are 

likely to highlight weak economic activity, but with elevated cost and pricing pressures. Signs of the latter will temper 

any rally in market pricing. Omicron cases in NZ look to be on the way down but this should have a modest impact. 

We have maintained our upward bias for global yields and expect their spreads to (higher) NZ yields to narrow. The 

rhetoric from the FOMC is that rates need to move higher, and this should drag global yields higher. Strong prints 

from the Private Consumption Expenditure deflator (mkt: core 5.5% yoy) and Non-farm Payrolls (mkt: 450k) could 

solidify odds of a 50bp fed hike on April 5th (close to 45bps is currently priced in) that could spur the RBNZ to follow 

suit.  Eurozone CPI data this week (mkt: 6.7% yoy) could also support higher global yields. Tomorrow sees the 

Australian Federal Budget. The announcement of more stimulatory settings would reinforce our CBA colleagues call of 

June lift-off for the cash rate and potentially a more pronounced RBA tightening cycle. The continuing Ukrainian 

conflict and periodic COVID-19 flare-ups could add another layer of volatility. We are keeping tabs on commodity 

prices and the cost of funds as key barometers. 

Medium-term outlook 

We expect a steady sequence of 25bp hikes at each decision, with the OCR peaking at 2.75% in early 2023. Risks to our 

OCR outlook are to the upside with the risk of a faster pace of hikes. The RBNZ will also start quantitative tightening 

from July and this could provide upward pressure to longer-term yields. Our CBA colleagues expect RBA rate hikes 

from June (1.25% endpoint). The US FOMC is expected to hike rates by a total of 175bp over 2022 and a further 

100bps over 2023 (2.75-3% peak by 2023 Q3), running down its balance sheet in June. Longer-term local and global 

yields are expected to drift up, keeping the yield curve flat.  mark.smith4@asb.co.nz 
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Domestic Events for the week ahead 
 

Data Date Time  

(NZT) 

Previous Market 
Expects 

ASB 
Expects 

ANZ business outlook, Own activity, March 30/3 1:00 pm -2.2  - lower 

ANZ Consumer confidence, Headline, March 1/04 10:00am 81.7 - flat to 
down 

  

The March ANZ Business Outlook survey will likely show the 

general business climate worsening, from already-concerning 

levels. We suspect cost and pricing measures will increase 

further, from already sky-high levels. This would add upside risk 

to our current forecast of a circa-7% NZ inflation peak. At the 

same time, growth indicators like firms’ own activity are likely to 

come under additional downside pressure given the disruption 

from peaking Omicron cases.     

NZ consumer sentiment fell to a record low in the February 

iteration of the ANZ survey, with widespread deterioration in the 

key metrics. We expect little, if any, improvement in the March 

survey. Things could even get worse. Consumers are expected 

to continue to feel much worse off than a year again and display 

a reluctance to purchase major items given soaring consumer 

prices, rising interest rates, growing housing market headwinds 

and concerns over the Omicron outbreak. Forward-looking 

consumer assessments for their own situation and those for the 

economy are expected to remain weak. Inflation expectations 

from the survey should remain elevated despite recent cuts to 

retail fuel prices, and the cooling housing market should see the 

gradual trimming of house price expectations. 
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Major International Events for the week ahead 

Data Date Time  

(NZT) 

ASB  

AU Retail Trade, Feb (%) 29/3 1.30 pm +1.0% 

AU Budget 2022/23 29/3 9.30 pm -$A70bn 

AU Building Approvals, Feb 31/3 1.30 pm +15.0% 

AU Job Vacancies,3ths to Feb 31/3 1.30 pm +4.0% 

US PCE Deflator, Feb 1/4 1.30 am - 

Headline   6.5%/yr 

Core   5.6%/yr 

Trimmed Mean   4.0%/yr 

AU Lending Indicators, Feb 1/4 1.30 pm +0.5% 

AU CoreLogic Dwelling Prices, March 1/4 12.00 pm +0.3% 

EZ CPI, March 1/4 10.00 pm - 

US Payrolls, Feb 2/4 1.30 am 500,000 

Unemployment Rate   3.7% 

US ISM Manufacturing, March 2/4 3.00 am 60pts 

* Forecasts and commentary originally published by CBA Global Markets Research Friday 25th March 

CBA’s internal data indicate a 1.0% rise in Australian retail trade in February. With the Omicron peak passing, 

consumers continued to spend strongly on discretionary goods such as eating & drinking out and recreation. Some of 

this momentum may be subdued by the floods in Queensland towards the end of the month. 

With the economy surprising on the upside, in the Australian Budget we can expect a better than anticipated fiscal 

position and improved economic forecasts over the medium term. For 2022/23 we expect a deficit of $A70bn, down 

from the original deficit of $A98.9bn. The improvement in the economy and materially high commodity prices will 

drive the lower deficit as well as a small lift in spending. 

We expect Australian Building Approvals to rebound by 15.0% in February following a 27.9% drop in January. The 

impact of the Omicron wave on labour supply in January likely impacted on capacity to process approvals across the 

country. The rebound is expected to be broad based with both houses and apartments set to rise strongly. 

The labour market is tightening in the Eurozone.  The leading indicators of the labour market remain strong with job 

vacancies high and business surveys indicating that employment growth will remain solid.  The consensus is for a 

further easing in the unemployment rate to 6.7% in February. 

The already-released CPI suggests US Private Consumption Expenditure inflation accelerated strongly in February.  

The impact of the war on inflation will be reported from March onwards.  We consider the trimmed PCE deflator as a 

better measure of underlying inflation.  We estimate the trim PCE deflator accelerated to a very high 4.0%/yr. 

US Non-farm Payrolls should show another strong 500,000 increase in payrolls and a dip in the unemployment rate to 

3.7%.  The high quit rate and vacancy rate indicate demand for labour remains very strong.  Labour supply is also 

recovering too as reported by gains in the participation rate.  

The already-released regional Fed manufacturing surveys suggest the national US ISM index increased to a very high 

60pts.  The European PMIs for March suggest a modest response – so far – to the sharp increase in energy prices.  

Europe is more exposed to the energy price hike than the US. 

Inflation is expected to accelerate in Europe with solid demand, supply constraints and higher commodity prices all 

contributing.  The consensus is for the annual rate of CPI inflation to rise to 6.3% in March from 5.8% in February.  It is 

likely that inflation will rise even further in coming months. 
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Key Forecasts 
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Disclaimer 

This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or 
needs. Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard 
to your objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.  We believe that the 
information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based on the information 
available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as to accuracy, 
reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this document are 
subject to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed elsewhere by ASB Bank 
Limited. We are under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. Neither ASB nor any 
person involved in the preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part of this 
document.  Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are 
subject to contingencies and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent 
or warrant that any of these valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.   

ASB  NZ economic forecasts Dec-21 Mar-22 Jun-22 Sep-22 Dec-22 Mar-23 Mar-23 Mar-24

<< actual  forecast >>

GDP real - Q% 3.0 0.1 0.3 0.4 1.3 0.8 0.8 0.6

GDP real - A% 3.1 1.9 -0.2 3.9 2.2 2.9 2.9 2.5

GDP real - AA% 5.6 5.3 1.1 2.2 1.9 2.2 2.2 3.0

NZ House Prices (QV Index) - A% 24.7 11.3 4.7 -0.1 -6.0 -2.2 -2.2 6.8

CPI - Q% 1.4 1.9 1.0 1.9 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.6

CPI - A% 5.9 7.1 6.8 6.4 5.8 4.5 4.5 3.1

HLFS employment growth - Q% 0.1 0.0 -0.3 0.8 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3

HLFS employment growth - A% 3.7 3.0 1.6 0.5 0.8 1.2 1.2 1.2

Unemployment rate - %sa 3.2 3.0 2.9 2.8 3.0 3.1 3.1 3.4

    Q% = percentage change on previous quarter

    A% = percentage change since same quarter the previous year

    AA% = percentage change for year ending quarter since the previous year

ASB interest rate forecasts Dec-21 Mar-22 Jun-22 Sep-22 Dec-22 Mar-23 Mar-23 Mar-24

(end of quarter) << actual  forecast >>

NZ OCR 0.75 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 2.75 2.75 2.75

NZ 90-day bank bill 0.97 1.35 1.80 2.30 2.80 3.00 3.00 3.00

NZ 2-year swap rate 2.17 3.00 3.05 3.10 3.15 3.20 3.20 3.35

NZ 5-year swap rate 2.55 3.25 3.30 3.35 3.40 3.45 3.45 3.50

NZ 10-year swap rate 2.64 3.30 3.35 3.40 3.45 3.50 3.50 3.60

NZ 10-year Bond 2.37 3.15 3.18 3.20 3.23 3.25 3.25 3.35

ASB foreign exchange forecasts Dec-21 Mar-22 Jun-22 Sep-22 Dec-22 Mar-23 Mar-23 Mar-24

(end of quarter) << actual  forecast >>

NZD/USD 0.68 0.71 0.73 0.74 0.75 0.73 0.73 0.73

NZD/AUD 0.94 0.96 0.96 0.95 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94

NZD/JPY 79 82 86 88 90 88 88 88

NZD/EUR 0.60 0.62 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.60 0.60 0.56

NZD/GBP 0.51 0.53 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.51 0.51 0.50

NZD/CNY 4.4 4.5 4.6 4.6 4.7 4.5 4.5 4.5

NZD TWI 73.2 75.6 77.0 77.2 77.6 75.6 75.6 75.0
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